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THE MAIN RESEARCH

• Summarizes the drivers and inhibitors of global 
supply and demand of ornamentals

• Forecast period till 2030

• Identifies demand opportunities at the level of 
specific cities and key consumer groups

• Key Finding:  only three key groups will shape 
global demand by 2030:

• China’s Urban Billion

• Working-age population in North America

• Old and retired in the Western World



WORKBOOK ON 
PRODUCTION & MARKETS

General outline for global production trends; 
new workbooks with country deep dives are 
underway

Presents developments in production areas of 
our own classification model



WORKBOOK ON CHINA

• Collaboration with a local expert committee

• Including an in depth, 3-month consumer 
research

• Multi-channel retail survey 

• Resulted in profiling of consumer target 
groups

• Developed case studies for the four largest 
metropolitan clusters



Today: THREE KEY TAKE AWAYS:

1.Demand will drive Supply:
Ornamentals are perishable; supply cannot be kept in stock or pushed at any price.

2. Spending rises to meet Income
In the changing world; socio-economic and demographic factors will determine demand

3. The Power of Plants:
Biophilia will help identify the demand profile and position our products



DEMAND: 
WHY 
WE BUY 
WHAT WE 
BUY



SO…WHERE IS THE SPENDING GROWTH?



GROWTH PATH OF THE WORLD’S CITIES



THEY WILL SHAPE 
DEMAND IN 2030

1. The working middle class in China who by 
2030 will have grown up in a China with a 
more liberal open economy than 
generations before them.

2. The working-age population of North 
America, a large group of consumers who 
generally have a tendency to keep 
spending despite facing income pressure. 

3. The growing population of retiring and 
elderly people living in ageing developed 
economies of the mature domestic 
producers in the western world.
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31 years, 
251 days, 
7 hours, 

46 minutes, 
and 40 seconds



SUPPLY: 

YOU ARE A

€ 200 
BILLION
BUSINESS



SUPPLY: 
CLASSIFICATION





ORNAMENTALS
IN CHINA 



CHINA’S MIDDLE CLASS GROWTH



TOP 10 CITIES BY WORKING AGE POPULATION













RETAIL VALUE



FARMGATE VALUE



DOMESTIC PRODUCTION IN CHINA



BASKET VALUE TOP-5 FLOWERS





VALUE CHAIN OPTIMISATION



SUMMARY

• The combined total consumer spending in the 
four metro clusters flowers and plants amounts 
16 billion euro in 2017 (40% of total China) 
which is expected to grow to € 57.5 billion in 
2030

• Additionally, the local governments of these 
four areas spend € 4,6 billion per year on City 
parks and urban green, for maintenance as well 
as new installations and replacement. In 2030 
we project this to be € 9.8 billion per year.

• The combined forecast market value for China 
will be in the range of € 100 billion in consumer 
and public spending.



THE KEY 
OPPORTUNITY



Four Gentlemen 

• Poetry Cultural/Spiritual context

• Seasons

• 4 flowers symolise seasons

The Chinese clearly relate ornamentals to, ancient, poetry as they

frequently post, ancient, poems in their captions. In addition, they

also create their own poems inspired by the ornamentals.

The Chinese also frequently use phrases about the “Four Gentleman”

in their captions. The Four Gentleman are four flowers: the plum

blossom, the orchid, the bamboo and the chrysanthemum, which

represent the seasons winter, spring, summer and autumn

respectively.

Consider using poetry and the Four Gentlemen language in your

Marketing communication as that strongly resonates with your

audience.



Functional Benefits

• Health & Wellbeing
• TCM
• Airpurification

The Chinese are well aware of the polluted air in their country.

However, the air purifying component of certain plants/flowers does

not seem as common knowledge since it was barely used in captions.

Some professionals and influencers however did emphasize on the air

purifying components.

Consider leveraging this air purifying benefit more by emphasizing

this in your communication for relevant plants and flowers. Also use

scientific sources for your claims as these are widely available



On Weibo there are many micro and macro influencers who post

relevant content for the ornamentals industry.

These influencers could be used for example to emphasize benefits

of certain plants (e.g. being air purifiers) or give recommendations

on how to perfectly grow well known plants like Clivia plants.

Consider collaborating with these influencers in your strategy.

influencers have a smaller but loyal following (50-100k), like

for exaMicro mple Huang Huang Heddy who is a male interior designer.

Macro influencers have a bigger following (>1M), like for example

the well-known fashion blogger Seoul style.

Further deep-dive is needed to identify size and potential of these

collaborations.






